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essential to fair and intelligent treatment of the bidders themselves, and so necessary in order to determine which is really the lowest bid, that the practice of preparing and supplying such blank forms of proposals should always be followed.
65. Manner of Letting the Work. Before such forms can be prepared, however, several questions must be de.cided, among which are the following:
1.    Shall the work be let as a whole, or shall it be let in parts.
2.    Whether let   as a   whole or  in parts,   shall   bids be received for fixed sums for the whole or for the several parts, or shall they be received on a basis of certain suitable units of measurement.    As, for instance, per cubic yard, as for earth work,   per perch for masonry, per pound for iron'work, per square yard for street paving, per mile for railroad rails and ties, or per lineal foot for water pipe or sewei^s, etc.
3.    Shall the work be let in such a way as to involve the payment   of a  bonus   or additional sum for the performance above that required, and a corresponding reduction in price for a failure to meet the requirements*
4.    Shall the work be let for a certain price for the original construction, and a certain price per annum for maintenance for a given period.
5.    Shall the contractor be required to furnish all materials and perform all the labor, or shall the principal purchase a portion or all of the material and turn it over to the contractor for use in the construction of the work.
68. Contract Let as a Whole or in Parts. Some of the considerations in favor of letting work as a whole rather than in parts are:
(a) By this means one man or company alone is responsible for the faithful performance of the work both as to quality and as to time. This prevents a division of responsibility

